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I. Insufficient demand for clean energy in
the US






A) Total electricity demand has fallen along with
GDP
B) Demand for clean energy is latent and largely
unrealized
C) Clean energy is more expensive than carbon
intensive energy
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A) Total electricity demand has fallen along
with GDP

Energy
demand/GDP
declined due
to financial
crisis

Total Energy Consumption by Sector,
2000 – 2009
Source: Financial Times/EIA

U.S. Real and Potential GDP
2005 – 2011
Source: Financial Times
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B) Demand for clean energy is latent and
largely unrealized


Demand specifically for clean energy as opposed
to carbon-emissions intensive energy is latent
and largely unrealized, because clean energy is
not easily distinguished from carbon energy
No matter where it
comes from, it
travels through the
same wires and is
there when you flip
the switch
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C) Clean energy is more expensive than
carbon intensive energy


Clean energy is a
more expensive
substitute for
carbon energy
and without
regulatory
measures that
raise the price of
carbon energy,
purchasers lack a
price incentive to
move to clean
energy
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II. Goal: By 2050, 50% of American purchase of
electricity will come from non carbon sources




A) Current energy generation sources are carbon
intensive
B) Method to achieve goal should not include
retail price increase or unprofitable investment
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A) Current energy generation sources
are carbon intensive


Carbon
intensive



Current Energy Information
Administration (EIA) estimates
show fossil fuel share of total
energy use decreases slowly,
from 83% in 2009 to 78% in
2035. According to same report,
renewable share of total energy
use will only increase from 8% in
2009 to 13% in 2035
This demonstrates that
additional market incentives are
needed in order to substantially
increase the renewable share of
total energy use to reach 50% of
total usage by 2050

Source: EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2011
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B) Method to achieve goal should not include price
increase or unprofitable investment
Any methods used to achieve goal must be
within the following parameters:







Lower the average bill per capita in the U.S.
Require minimum government expenditure and
maximum private sector expenditure
Do not put the responsibility of technology choice on
the government
Do require private sector to bear the risk in return for
the reward
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III. Diagnosis of Challenge: Market for clean energy
investment is unstable and too small





A) Investments in clean energy face obstacles
B) Past three years have raised additional hurdles
C) Electricity is not a growth business
D) Positive impact made by stimulus funds has
faded
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A) Investments in clean energy face obstacles



Major projects require high capital expenditures with a long amount of time
required for even modest returns



Entrepreneurial breakthroughs have created only modest value in this sector



Federally-funded research and development is not fully matched by industry R&D



Business models are jeopardized by volatility in commodity pricing



The playing field isn’t level; renewable energy must compete with incumbent
players who have enjoyed decades of greater federal support and thus have
benefits of scale economics
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B) Past three years have raised additional hurdles













Demand for new-build electric generating capacity has dropped and will not rise
significantly until excess capacity is absorbed
Demand for energy in China is rising significantly, which attracts investment for
research and development, deployment, and deployment at scale
Substitution of clean for non-sustainable energy in the US will occur only if old peak
and base-load facilities are replaced by new plants
Creating energy-efficient buildings will occur only if investing firms are rewarded
for creating efficient solutions
Unpredictable emissions regulation delays investment decisions
State regulators often do not permit utilities to capture value from cost synergies,
research and development, efficiency, or shifts to sustainable electricity
European nations capitals cutting back incentives and feed-in tariffs due to budget
constraints and significant decline in polysilicon supply chain cost
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C) Electricity is not a growth business






Electricity power
generation in the U.S.
between 2008 and 2009
dropped by 4.1 percent,
with a projected annual
growth rate of only 0.5%
between 2010 and 2035.
Energy efficiency reduces
consumption
Utilities are adjusting
downwards even long-term
demand projections

Source: EIA, Annual Energy Outlook and Electric Power Annual
Also: http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table5_2.html and
http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/electricity.html; AWEA; (http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table1_1.html)
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IV. Possible strategies: Raise the price of carbon,
require RES, or lower the cost of clean
Reducing the cost of clean energy while requiring
substitution of carbon intensive with clean will cause
demand for clean to be substantially increased






A) Without low-cost financing, commercial debt limits lowcarbon technologies to narrow geographic locations
B) Low-cost financing allows low-carbon technologies to become
cost competitive in additional geographic locations
C) Low-cost financing expands geographic range for renewable
energy projects without raising electricity prices
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A) Without low-cost financing, commercial debt limits lowcarbon technologies to narrow geographic locations
•The boxed area of the table shows a cross-section of representative project capacity factors across the
country, and how power prices impact potential returns for each different wind regime
•The East coast primarily sees projects at 35% NCF or less, and the West coast is mostly at 30-41% NCF
•Only the Plains are at 44% NCF or above

2012 Price
[$/MWh]
with 2%
annual
escalation

•10% Internal Rate of Return (IRR is the percentage contained within the boxes above), is considered the
minimum for leveraged project finance
•IRR table above for an example wind project using Commercial Bank Financing at $1,963/kW installed cost
and current tax policy: financing terms of 6.75% interest rate at 20% leverage

Prepared by investment firm specializing in wind energy transactions based on data from independent wind development companies and public
sources
Note: Net Capacity Factor is a measure of the actual amount of power produced during a year. Calculated by dividing total net energy production by
the maximum theoretical possible annual production from the nameplate capacity
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B) Low-cost financing allows low-carbon technologies to
become cost competitive in additional geographic locations

2012 Price
[$/MWh] with
2% annual
escalation

•IRR table for an sample wind project using EIT Financing at $1,963/kW installed cost and current tax policy:
financing terms of 4.50% interest rate at 34% leverage

•The larger scope of the shaded scenarios significantly increases the economically-attractive wind
generation that can compete with new build fossil-fuel power plants to provide energy for incremental
demand growth by lowering the power prices necessary to hit target rates of return or opening areas
with lower wind resources to provide equivalent power prices; by some estimates, approximately 120
GWs of lower-NCF wind resource become competitive with new conventional generation.
Prepared by investment firm specializing in wind energy transactions based on data from independent wind development companies and public
sources
Note: Net Capacity Factor is a measure of the actual amount of power produced during a year. Calculated by dividing total net energy production
by the maximum theoretical possible annual production from the nameplate capacity
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C) Low-cost financing expands the geographic range
for renewable energy generation without raising
electricity prices
Additional solar investment
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Low-cost, long-term loans will create substantial additional solar
investments in at least 14 states, and substantial additional wind
investments in at least 15 states, expanding the geographic potential
for solar and wind without raising electricity prices
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V. CGC Proposed Strategic Choice:
Couple RES with lower cost for clean







A) The Energy Independence Trust (EIT) can be passed into law without
any congressional appropriation
B) EIT will prompt private sector investments
C) EIT will allow equity investors to fund more projects
D) EIT will reduce delivered electricity price of wind projects by 15 – 20%
E) EIT will reduce delivered electricity price of solar photovoltaic projects
by 20 – 25%
D) In addition to EIT, use state green banks
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A) An Energy Independence Trust (EIT) can be passed
into law without any Congressional appropriation


In order to achieve our goal, the US needs a private-sector run patriotic
corporation called the Energy Independence Trust











The EIT would be capitalized by the government one time, in return for a
security that requires repayment to government by a full lump sum at the end
of ten years (like a balloon loan), so there’s no score
The EIT would be a for-profit/non-profit hybrid
Income from equity raised by the EIT would be distributed at below market
rates
At the end of ten years, the projects are re-financed and/or Congress makes
another capital investment
EIT debt would not be federally guaranteed (not a GSE)
The EIT would be a private corporation, so the government has no equity
The EIT would not be a government agency and would not fall under NEPA or
Davis-Bacon Act
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B) EIT will prompt private sector investments


EIT would allow private sector to invest in:















Financing of smaller scale, community-oriented renewable projects that are starved of
capital
Financing electric vehicle fleets
Financing charging stations for utilities to serve EVs
Adding a layer of cheap equity or debt (or both!) to a CEDA project to spread high
Internal Rate of Return CEDA money farther
Rolling out energy storage at large scale
Replacing retiring coal plants with coal with CCS technology or natural gas
Building transmission lines for a municipal utility that can’t raise rates
Building a new generation unit for a municipal utility that can’t raise rates
Adding to a Rural Utilities Service (RUS) loan for a rural utility that needs capital to
replace defunct coal but can’t raise rates
Scaling out distributed nuclear or Combined Heat and Power
Continuing Department of Energy research and development and deployment that lacks
new appropriations and doesn’t qualify for CEDA
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C) EIT will allow equity investors to fund more projects

Without EIT Financing – 20:80 Debt/Equity ratio






34% NCF, $70/MWh power price
11% leveraged rate of return
When considering the net cashflows to the equity investor, the present value
of equity capex is equal to the sum of the present value equity cashflows and
the net tax benefit (26%+9%=35%); this value equals the up-front equity
capex at the hurdle discount rate
85% of the total cost of a wind project is related to capital cost and the return
on the investment, with only 15% of the lifecycle cost being the operating
expenses

Including EIT Financing – 34:66 Debt/Equity ratio




34% NCF, $57/MWh power price (~20% reduction through use of EIT)
10.5% leveraged rate of return
When considering returns to both debt (interest) and equity, the upfront capex and the returns on the required capital are still 85% of the
total cost of a wind project, with only 15% of the lifecycle cost being
the operating expenses; but with the EIT the debt capex has increased
from 9% to 16%, so that the effective power price can be ~20% lower
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D) EIT will reduce delivered electricity price of wind
projects by 15 – 20%

Prepared by an energy
investment firm using public
data sources

Low-cost financing reduces the delivered electricity prices of these actual wind projects by 15-20% to
the point of being cost-competitive with new-build conventional coal and gas-fired power plants in each
region to meet incremental energy demand growth:
•With low-cost financing provided by the Energy Independence Trust, the internal rate of return can be
maintained while keeping the cost to consumers at or below current delivered electricity costs (see
highlighted sections above, where the cost of delivered electricity is reduced by $10/MWh or more
because of the low-cost financing offered in the right column versus available bank financing in the left
column).

Notes:
-Assumes that all after-tax free
cashflows from the project
are financeable, net of
cover ratios
-CAPEX costs do not include
significant transmission
system upgrades
-The CAPEX here is based on
reported project cost data
for the ARRA grant program
through November 2010,
with a 10% discount to
account for reductions in
equipment costs since 2009
in projects being built in
2011 and 2012 timeframe
-The two cases describe the
identical project, but
commercial banks will
finance a more conservative
wind case (requiring the
1.4x cover ratio)
-The two cases assume the sale of
identical quantities of
electricity
- Note (1): LIBOR rate based on
LIBOR swap curve for last 5
years, Treasury based on
rates for the same period.
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E) EIT will reduce delivered electricity price of solar photovoltaic
projects by 20 – 25%
Assumptions:

Market Financing

EIT Financing

$4,180
$4,190
$4,190

$4,180
$4,190
$4,190

CAPEX - Northeast (Rhode Island)
CAPEX - Plains (Kansas)
CAPEX - Southwest (Arizona)

[$/kW]
[$/kW]
[$/kW]

Tenor

Years

10

20

Solar Case/Coverage

DSCR

1.40x

1.30x

Interest Rate

[%]

6.8%

4.5%

Balance Fully Repaid

Balance Fully Repaid

11.0%

11.0%

$152/MWh
$140/MWh
$112/MWh

$118/MWh
$109/MWh
$87/MWh

Balance at Maturity
IRR to Equity (Leveraged)
Revenue Requirement (2012 Power Price)
@ 2% Escalation
Northeast
Plains
Southwest

[$/MWh]
[$/MWh]
[$/MWh]

•Low-cost financing reduces the delivered electricity prices of solar photovoltaic projects by 20-25%,
this puts solar within striking distance of current peak power prices, and generates electricity at the
time when its most needed (peak hours) at the location where its most needed (close to the load).
•With low-cost financing provided by the Energy Independence Trust, the investors’ internal rate of return
can be maintained while keeping the cost to consumers at or below current delivered peak power prices.
The cost of delivered electricity is reduced by $25-34/MWh because of low-cost financing offered in the
right column versus currently available bank financing in the left column.

Notes:
- CAPEX is the EPC price of a solar
photovoltaic system priced
at $3.75/W, plus $.25/W
debt service reserves,
$.08/W development
expenses, $.04/W financing
fees, $.06/W for interest
during construction,
working capital, and
maintenance reserves.
- Project is depreciated using
MACRS, and assumes a 30%
investment tax credit
Both financing cases
assume the same system
sizes, production, O&M,
etc.
- Production estimates for each
region:
Northeast: 1208 kWh/kWp
13.8% NCF
Plains:
1382 kWh/kWp
15.8% NCF
Southwest: 1675 kWh/kWp
19.1% NCF
- Assumes a 1MW distributed
generation project.
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F) In addition to EIT, use state green banks


State green banks can also provide low-cost, long-term
financing for clean energy and energy efficiency
investments. They would:





Be capitalized by the state
Be privately run
Allow capital to be supplemented by private sector
Expand deployment at low cost
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Channeling Steve Jobs

In Memory of
25

How to bring more renewables to the world?







Don’t assume that the world knows it needs or wants
more renewables
Don’t focus on the current generation, focus on
marketing to the next generation
Make renewables more cool, hip, status
Make the consumer want to pay a premium price for
what is cool, better and expands their ego
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Differentiated Technology







A superior user experience
Aesthetics, such as form factor, color, appearance
Branding, brand identity linked to ego
Message to the youth, so they grow up to be users and
educate their parents and their children
The value proposition has to be based on the value of
the experience, not the cost of the product or the service
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More of the same, is Less









If you ask people what they want, they would tell you
they want a candle that burns longer, they wouldn’t have
asked for an electric light bulb
If you ask people what they want, they would tell you
they want a horse carriage that’s sturdier, lighter; they
wouldn’t have asked for a horseless carriage (an
automobile)
People will say that they want a more luxurious,
comfortable and faster boat; they wouldn’t ask for an
airplane
The future is not defined by the masses, the future is
invented by the few and adopted by the masses
The more people you ask, the more bad information you
get
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